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Medical Treatment In Switzerland

We Are There Every Step Of The Way

The Swiss Healthcare System

You are considering a Swiss hospital for your
medical treatment or recovery from an illness or
surgical procedure.

Despite the beneﬁts offered by the Swiss health
sector, there are barriers that can prevent you from
seeking treatment in Switzerland.

Nestled in the heart of Europe, Switzerland boasts
one of the best healthcare systems. Switzerland
has a reputation throughout the world for its high
standard of medical care.

You may have questions such as:

SWIXMED overcomes these barriers for you. Our
range of services includes:

In which hospital am I in the best hands?
Who are the experts in my condition?
How will I communicate with the experts?
When can I start the treatment?
How long will it take?
Where is a suitable hotel for my relatives?
How do I get to the hospital?
How much will my stay in Switzerland cost?

This leaﬂet will answer some of your questions. For
the rest, simply contact us. We will be delighted to
help you.
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Tailor-made treatment plans
Coordination of all medical appointments
Cost estimations
Travel arrangements and help with entry visas
Critical care transportation
Hotel recommendation and booking
Arranging airport pick-up and limousine services
Personalised care and assistance
Cost transparency and central billing
Management of all documents
Translation of your medical reports
Sightseeing and shopping tours

We Take You Where They Care

The advantages of the Swiss health system
undoubtedly stem from the highly qualiﬁed doctors
and nursing staff, excellent medical care and the
modern, well-equipped and accessible high-tech
hospitals.
Swiss cultural traditions also have a strong positive
inﬂuence: precision, reliability, willingness to serve
and discretion all combine to make Swiss hospitals
world-class health providers.

The Swiss Leading Hospitals
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Kantonsspital Aarau
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Your Health Is Our Concern

Costs For Medical Care

You Can Rely On Us

We have a proven track record in delivering
individually tailored healthcare solutions that fully
meet patients’ needs. We provide:

Medical treatment in Switzerland requires either
international private health insurance covering
treatment carried out abroad, state coverage, or
the ability to ﬁnance the treatment costs yourself.

At SWIXMED we are always mindful of the
responsibility we have to you, our customer. The
entire organisation is committed to professionalism,
conﬁdentiality and reliability in partnership with our
guests.
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Medical check-ups
Diagnosis
Treatment
Rehabilitation
Second opinions

The work of Swiss hospitals and healthcare
professionals is based on strong core values:
medical and academic excellence, competent and
comprehensive care, modern infrastructure and
organisational efﬁciency.

Together with your treatment plan you will receive
a cost estimation. Please note that we require
prepayment. After your stay you will receive a
detailed cost summary with invoices from the
hospitals.
SWIXMED provides full patient support during your
stay, wherever needed. You can take advantage
of the various SWIXMED services provided by a
representative of our Guest Relations Department.

We Take You Where They Care

Discretion is at the heart of our business. We will
ensure that your data is protected in accordance
with Swiss legal requirements.
As an independent company, we are obliged only
to our clients and not to a particular hospital. At
SWIXMED, our patients come ﬁrst. One thing is
certain: You can rely on us.
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